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Title word cross-reference

[Sti84]. 2 ×2 [Dav86, Kra88]. 2 × k [Cox82]. [−1, 1] [Koc85]. 2 [Sca88a].
Xand [Sti84]. c [Hod84a, Hod84b]. χ² [SP85a]. E[100p] [CCW86]. F
[FK86]. f′/f [JH83]. m [PKG86]. μ [Ray85]. N
[Cam88, PKG86, Kah87]. O [KD87]. QR [Ans85]. r
[Hod84a, Hod84b]. R² [WS88]. R² > r²yx₁ + r²yx₂ [Ham87b]. S²
[Dav85a, Duf86]. Σ [Ray85]. t [Ber81, Box81, Lac84]. U
[Len83, Haw89]. X [Spi86, Ano87i, BA87, Spi87]. X² [Cox82]. Y
[Spi86, Ano87i, Spi87]. Z [Haw89, Shi88b].

-by- [Hod84a, Hod84b]. -statistics [KD87]. -Way [Cam88].

/MS [LAH89].

02 [KF89].
1 [Cor86]. 1.1 [Ber87b]. 1/2 [Man83]. 1/2-Tail [Man83]. 11 [DK88].
[BM83, CS86, Dav81, DM81]. 1981 [Bec82, Kis82, PS82, Rya82].
[TG89].

2 [Lev87a]. 2-Tail [Man83]. 2SLS [Ste88a].

3.77 [NN86]. 350 [Sau84b]. 38 [SYC88, Zel85]. 39
[CH86, Kar86, Kar87].

40 [Spi87]. 43 [Ang90, GY90]. 4CaST [Lev87a]. 4CaST/2 [Lev87a].

5-T [Nea82, NP82, Par82]. 5-T/Dioxin [Nea82].

62004a [Zel85].

77 [Chu88]. 78 [Wai80].

85b [SYC88]. 87b [Kar86, Kar87]. 87c [Zel85].

Ability [AG88]. absolute [Bly80]. Absorption [MGS85]. Academic
[MO84]. accelerated [MS87]. accelerated-life-testing [MS87].
Accessible [RD88]. ACED [Wel85]. ACFPLOT [Pol80]. Acid
[FBC83, Rob83b]. ACO [Sea88a]. Activities [LH81]. Activity
[Pos82]. Ad
[Sha86b, Bar83a, Boa83, Bro83b, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, IHD83,
Kem83, Kis83, Mar83d, Mos83, Rem83, Ric83, Rob83a, Sol83].
Adaptive [Joh81]. Add [Dal88a]. Add-Ons [Dal88a]. Addelman
[DS81]. Addendum [SP85b]. Adequacy [Jen87]. adjustment [Pie80].
Administrative [Joh82b]. Advanced [Hin88]. Adverse [CG82].
Affairs [WBH88]. after [Lou81]. Age [Mar83b, Mar83c, Yel83a].
Agencies [Bis84, Bro84, PHA84]. Agency [Joh82b]. Agents
[CCW86]. Agglomerative [Gil86]. Aggregates [Bar84]. Aging
[Sto88]. Aid [PT80]. Aided [Hah89]. Air [BH83, Dow85, WL85].
Alfonso [FK87]. Algebraic [MGS85]. Algorithm
[Ans85, Far81, Lin80, Pau85, Pos89]. Algorithmic [Cob84, Whe85].
Algorithms [CGL83, Gle88, Wel85]. ALLOC.P [Mer88]. Allocation
[gon80, Mer88, Mer89, WC87]. Allocations [Ban88]. Almanac
[BDMW87]. Alpha [Smi84]. ALSCAL [YTL80]. alternate [Far89].
Alternative [Bro83a, Cox82, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83,
KM85, KM88, Naj83, Nel85, SSM80]. Alternatives [Man83]. Always
[Ham87b]. Amer [Ang90, CH86, GY90, SYC88, Spi87, Zel85].
Amer. [Kar86, Kar87]. American [BFM88, Boa85, God85, Hah85c, Joi85a, Joi85b, LH81, Wac85]. Among [Lee86]. AMOS [Arb89]. Analyses [BK80, Ela84, Gam81, GNS82, Gil84, MBM84a, MBM84b, VPO+85, SSH81]. Analysis [ABS81, Alb89, Ami87, AC82, Ano85i, Ano85g, Ano89g, Arb89, AG84, Bak84, BR84, BDMW87, BW84, Cam88, Car81a, Car81b, Cas85, CGL83, CC89, CI86, Coo83, Dal87a, Daw89, Del86, DL82, DK82, Don82, Edm85, Eli88, FS87, FC81, Fer88, FC87, FR86, Flu89, FHI+88, FTL84, Fro81, GG80a, GH88, Gil86, Gre86a, Gre86b, GD81, Har86b, HI86, Hoe85, IMS87, Joh81, KG80a, KGHS84, Lam80, Lev87a, LSWB89, Lew80, LNC+81, Lit88, LM86, LS89, Lun80, Lun84, MP80, MEP+86, MRP+89, Mas89, MLB80, McC80, MD81, MM84, NZ88, Nor87, Per84, PH86, Pin88, PC83, Rai82, Rei84, Rei87, Rel85, Rob87, Roh87, RM80, RM81, Rom87, Sau84a, Sav82, Saw84, Sch88a, SHF83, Sha84, Sta88, ST83, Ste82, Ste87, Sti80, Str80, Stu82]. Analysis [TH81, Tia83, Van80, Wai80, Wal87, War85, Wat82, Wat81, Web87, Wei82a, WS88, Wil82, Ber87c, Man82, Rav85, Sch85b, Geb89]. Analysis-of-Variance [Cam88]. Analytic [Ano87g, DW86]. Analyze [Ant80]. Analyzing [Hod84a, Whi85]. Animal [MGS85]. Annotated [Sea81, SHF83, Sea88a]. Announcement [Ken86]. ANOVA [Ano88g, Arm81, Cob84, Fir82, Fra81b, Hei81a, Hei81b, Her86, NW81, Pay81, Rea85, Rog84, SD87, Sto81]. ANOVR [Gam81]. Answers [VR83]. APCLUST [Gil86]. APL [Hun89, Lew80, Pol80, Pol82, Sav82]. APLECON [Lew80]. APLECON-Econometric [Lew80]. Apple [Dus86, LMM84]. Applicable [Man81, TW86]. Application [HC86, KC84, Low83, Saw84, Sch84a]. Applications [AL86, BH86, Lev80, Lun88, Moo81, RC88]. Applied [Bas81, KS88]. Approach [Ano89f, Cha82, Cob84, Dun89, Hu88, LV89, MBM+85, RBL86, Rup87, Sha82, Stu82, Wat81, GP89, MS87]. approaches [Gol86]. Appropriate [KH89]. Appropriateness [DCB88]. Approximate [Dri80]. Approximating [Sch88b]. Approximation [Ano87g, DW86, Nor89, SS89, Sha85, She84]. Arbitrarily [SZM87]. Arbitrary [Man81]. Areas [Ban88, Nor89, Sha85]. Arnold [Gei84b]. Art [PS83]. Arts [Ive85, MR89]. ASA [Ano80e, Ano85h, Bis84, BHH+80, Box80a, Bra82, Bro84, DL86, EWW+82, Gup82, Hig82, Joh82a, Kna82, Leo82, MFG+84, Min80, Mos82, Owe82, Par80, PHA84, Sne82, Swi82, Tan82a, Tan82b, Wat80, Zah82]. ASCII [Dal87b, KF89]. Aspects [Bol85, Lov83, Mul80, NP82, SC86]. Assays [SD89]. Assess [Gup82, Hig82, Joh82a, Kna82, Leo82, Owe82, Swi82, Tan82a, Tan82b]. Assessing [BS85]. Assessment [CA85, Die83b, Gun84, Joh82b, Kra88, Par82, PS83, Str82b, Swa82, Wei82a, MS87]. Assist [Gup82, Hig82, Joh82a, Kna82, Leo82,
Owe82, Swi82, Tan82a, Tan82b]. Assisted [LNC+81]. Associated [Chu88]. Association [Cox82, Rav86, BFM'+88, LH81]. Associations [Ern83, Kra88, Lov83]. Assumption [BA87, KMM87]. Assumptions [Ano88g, Gam81, Mag82, SD87]. Assurance [DP85]. Asymmetric [HPB82]. asymmetry [CW88]. Asymptotic [CCW'86, Haw89, KB84a, Thu89, Har80]. Atari [KC84]. Audio [SP84, SP85b]. Audio-Visual [SP84, SP85b]. author [Efr86b, Gei84b, Zel88b]. authors [PS89a]. AUTOBJ [Rei84, Rei87]. AUTOBOX [Rei84, Rei87]. Autocovariance [MJ84]. Automatic [Sto80]. Automation [Del86]. Autoregressive [Lie80, ME84]. Available [JSL89]. Averages [Tor86, AT86, SP86]. Averaging [Ano87e, Kru87]. Avoid [Bis84, Bro84, PHA84]. Awareness [RM88].
BKWPAC [Wil81]. Block [Mur88, Mur86]. Blocking [LAH89]. Blocks [LAH89]. Blood [BH83]. BMD [MBD84]. BMDP [Fra81a, MBD84]. Bonferroni [Sch84c]. Book [Bar86, Bel80, Ber89, Bes87, Boa82a, Bur87, BG80, CJ81, CT89, Chr81, Con89, Coo87, Dav85b, Dav89, Dix88, Ell87, Gil80, Gol88, Hal89, HB86, Hils85, KM89a, KP87, KG80b, KSB+81, Koe87, Koe86, Lac85, LeP87, Lev87b, Lig85, Lig88, Lin85b, Lin87, Lin88, Man88, Mar85, McB80, MiL89, Mor87a, Mor87b, Nas86a, Nas86b, O’B88, Par89, Pla86, Pos80, Pos82, Pos83, PF89, Reg86, Sch85a, Shr87, Shu86, Ste88b, Ste86, Tan89, Tur87a, Vin89, Wei88, WM85, Woo87]. Books [Pos82]. Boolean [Hel88]. Bootstrap [Gle88, Lun88, Yan88, EG83]. Borel [Tom84]. Both [Ano87i, Tuk80, Spi86, Spi87]. Bounds [FP81]. Box [BG87, Ben88, Pen88, Lie80, Rei80, RC88]. Boxplot [Ben88, FHI89]. BOXX [Rei84, Rei87]. Breaks [Cle84a]. Breeding [MGS85]. Bridge [Chu88, CI81a, CI81b, Fli81, Noe81]. Brier [Ano85i, BL85]. Broadening [Mos88]. Brownian [Chu88]. Buffered [WMB82]. Bureau [Bai84]. Business [Ano80e, Mar83a].

[RC88]. Chernoff [TT80]. Chernoff-Type [TT80]. Cherry [Fai86].
Chi [Coh88, Gil81, Han83, HW86, Hjo88, PT80, Pos89, WB81].
Chi-Square [Coh88]. Chi-Squared
Gil81, Han83, HW86, PT80, Pos89, WB81]. Chinese
Cho86, Hsi81]. Chlorofluorocarbon [Wei82a]. Chlorofluorocarbons
[Atk82]. Choosing [Ano89g, Sta88]. Choropleth [GH82]. Chronic
BS83, Die83b, KGHS84]. Class [AG88, DM87, Mee86]. Classic
[Fle82]. Classification [CS86, KG80a, Poo80, Wil82]. Classifier
[Joh81]. Classroom [FHI+88, Mos80, SI82]. Clinical
[DP85, Sei89, Ber87c, RC88]. CLUSTER [Dal89a]. Closer [Has87].
Clumped [Pau85]. CLUSTER [RM80, Rom87]. CLUSTER-PC
Rom87]. Cluster [Edm85, RM80, Rom87, SR83, Edm85].
Clustering [Gil86, KL83]. CLUSTID [RM80]. Cochran
Col81, DM81]. Code [Smi84]. Coefficient
Cha84, Kin89, Koc85, LG85, RT81, RN88, ST83, WT80, GP89].
Coefficients [Gus86, Han89, KMM87]. Cohort
[FM89, MP80, MEP+86, Whi85]. Collaborators
[Ano80g, Ano82f, Ano84i, Ano86i, Ano87j, Ano88i, Ano89i].
Collapsing [Sha82]. Collected [Sei89]. Collection
[Coh82, Dal89b, Hof84, ONC85]. College [Car87]. Colleges
[GF80, MR89]. Collinearity [Gun84, SM84, Woo84]. Color
[Bea83, CM83, Dun89, WF80]. Color-Caused [CM83]. Coloring
[Tru81]. Column [BZ89, Gat89, Kem89a, Sea89a]. Combination
[CCW+86]. combinations [Ham84]. Combined [Har86c]. Combining
[Han89]. Come [Hun81]. Command [Fir82]. Comment
[Arm81, Bai84, Bar83a, Ber84, Ber88, Boa83, Boa85, Bon81, Bon88,
Box80a, Bra82, Bro83a, Bro83b, Car83, Che86, Coo84, Dat82,
DeM83, Dun81, Dun88a, Ela84, Fle83, Fli83, Fra81b, Fre83a, GL83,
Gas89, Geh83, Gen85, Gil84, God85, Gre83b, Gun84, Gun84, Gup82,
Hah85c, Hig82, Hi83, Hii88, Hun83b, Jay88, Joh82a, Joh83, Kas82,
Kem83, Kem89b, Kis83, Kna82, Kul88, Leo82, Leo83, Lin86b,
Mar81b, Mar83d, McD83, Min80, Mor86, Mos81, Mos82, Mos83,
Naj83, Nee81, NW81, Nov84, Ott83, Owe82, Par80, Pay81, Pre86,
Pri87, Rem83, Rey88, Ric83, Rob83a, Ros87, Sch89b, Sea89b,
Sla83, Smi86, Sna82, SM84, Sol83, Swi82, Tae81, Tuk85c, VW82,
Vel85, Wac85, Wal82, Wat80, Woo84, Zah82, Zel82b, Zel84].
Comments [Ros81b, Tuk85a, Gei84b, PS89a, Zel88b]. Committee
[Ano80e, Bar83a, BHH+80, Boa83, Box80a, Bra82, Bro83b,
EWW+82, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, IHD+83, Kem83, Kis83,
Mar83d, Min80, Mos82, Mos83, Par80, Rem83, Ric83, Rob83a,
Sne82, Sol83, Wat80, Zah82, MGS82]. Common
[Bry84, DCB88, Lee86]. Commonly [Ano84g, Don82]. Community
[VPO+85]. Compact [Per84]. Comparative [Ano80f, BK80].
Comparing [BB89]. Comparison
[DGS'89, HA86, Pav88, REZ88, SC81, Aso80, BvE88, SI82].
Comparisons [FTL84, NZ88, Sto81, DK87, HT83]. Compatible
[Ell88]. Complete [Del86, Hin82, LR83, SR83]. Complete-Data
[LR83]. Complex [BM83, CBJ86]. Components
[Ano85i, BL85, Mul82, Sea81, Stu82]. Composition [Sto80].
Complete [Geb81, MD85]. COMPSTAT [Geb81].
Computation [FR85, Pec80]. Computational
[EJKS87, MP88, SH81]. Computations [SBA85]. Compute
[Har86c, Sav82]. Computer [BR84, BS85, BW84, CC89, Dem86,
FS87, Fox89, Ga84, GG80a, GNS82, Ham81, JM85, Jms88, Lam80,
Lev87c, LNC'81, Lie80, MD81, NN82b, NN82a, Rei80, Roh84,
RM80, RM81, Saw84, SD86, SF80, Sea81, SHF83, Sea88a, Sha86a,
SD89, VW82, Web87, WM87, Zar80, PK82]. Computer-Assisted
[LNC'81], Computer-Generated [JM85]. Computerized [PT80].
Computers [Boa82b, DK88, Ell88, Gol89, LMM84]. Computing
[Ano89e, Ber87b, Boa82b, Cha80, Chu88, Con87, Lam83, Lin86a,
Mul80, Sea89a, SCR88, VW81, Wai80, CGL83]. Concepts
[BAP89, KM89b]. Conceptual [Rue85]. Concerning [Mas89, WF80].
Concomitant [DM87]. Concomitant-Variable [DM87]. Conditional
[Dal89a, Kor84, Sch89a]. Conditioning [Bel84a, Bel84b, Coo84].
conditions [MA84]. Cones [Fai86]. CONF [Shu88]. Confidence
[Ano84f, Ano85e, Car86, CCW'86, FBC'83, Han83, HA86, Jen87,
Lou81, MD83, Sch81a, Ang89, Ang90, AS84, Ber81, Buo87].
Confidence-Interval [Jen87]. Confidentiality [Ano80c]. Confirmatory
[Tuk80]. connection [VM89]. Consequence [KK84]. Consistent
[DKY80]. Constant [Woo84]. Constrained [SM83]. Constructing
[RR85]. Construction [Lin85a, We185, Hid86]. Consultants
[Mar81a, MBM'85]. Consultation [Bro80a]. Consulting
[Bas81, Boe82, CSM86, ED84, GF80]. Contaminated [Riv81].
Content [Bis84, Bro84, Kem80, PHA84]. Contingency
[Cox82, Dal87a, Dav86, Gil81, Hod84a, Hod84b, Pai85, Sha82].
continuous [Mul88]. Contrasting
[El84, Gil84, MBM84a, MBM84b]. Contrasts [Har86c, Sch85b].
Contributions [Col81]. Control [GD81, RR85, Sal85b, VR83].
Controversies [Ste82]. Controversy [FBC'83]. Conversational
[NW80]. Convolutions [Dri80]. Cooperation [Sne84]. Coordination
[Bon83a, Bon83b, DeM83, Fie83, Sla83, Wal83]. copulas [GM86].
Cornfield [GH80]. Correction
[Ang90, Ano85e, Ano86e, Ano87e, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89c,
Ano89f, CH86, GY90, Kar86, Kar87, SYC88, Spi87, Zel85].
Corrections
[Ano85f, Ano85h, Ano85i, Ano85g, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano87g,
Ano87f, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano88e, Ano88g, Ano88f, Ano88h].
Correctly [LAH89]. CORREL [DK82]. Correlated [Ham87b].

Daily [Est85, KS83]. Damage [Dow85, Lod85, Rue85, WL85, MS87]. damage-assessment [MS87]. Darlington [Moo86]. dasy [Rel85]. Data [Ami87, Ano85g, AG84, BDMW87, BB89, Cas85, Cle84a, Coh82, CB86, Die83a, DK82, Dri86, DP85, Fox83, FTL84, FP87, Geb89, Gol82, Gon80, Gre86b, Has81, Hin80, HTM89, Hod87, HE84, KF89, Lev87a, LNC+81, LV89, Lit82, LR83, Lod85, Lov84, Man81, MD81, ONC85, Pav88, Per84, PH86, Pik85, Rei84, Rel85, Rob87, Ros81a, RR84, Ros89, SAW84, SF80, SeI89, Sha84, Shu88, SM83, SM84, Ste87, Sti80, Str80, SA87, Swa84, Tia83, Vun80, Wai84, Wat82, Web87, Whi85, KD87, Rav85, SSH81]. Data-Dependent [RR84]. Data-Fitting [LV89]. Davis [Dal89d]. Dealing [Ano84g, Don82, Sto88]. Death [Kem89a]. DEC [Sau84b]. Decision [GW80, Str82b, Swa82]. Decisions [BR84, Yel83b]. Decomposition [NeI85, EW85, Man82], defined [BG89]. Definite [Ame85]. Definiteness [MJ84]. Degree [DJ84b, SZM87]. Degrees [CC89, Hod84a]. delta [BG89, Cox84]. Demeaning [Bel84a, Bel84b, Coo84]. Democracy [Mar83b, Mar83c, Yel83a]. Demography [Coh86, Fer88]. Demonstrate [Jer88]. Demonstration [Koc85, Wil82]. Dennis [Ber87b]. denominator [FK86]. Densities [GSW82]. Density [LW82]. Departments [CSM86]. Depend [SM84]. Dependence [Dav85a, FK86]. Dependent [Ano86h, Gre83a, Pav88, RR84, SeI89, Duf86]. depending [GD89].
Dust [Die83b]. Dynamic [Dun89, Bol86]. dynamics [VY85].

Early [Sch81b, Noe84]. Easy [Ena88, Sch84b]. EBA [Fow88].

Eccentric [Hjo88]. Ecological [Fer88, VPO+85]. Econometric [Bak84, Gre85, Lew80, WM87]. Econometrics [Bar85, BA87]. Economic [AL86]. Economics [Dow85]. ECPSES [MCJ87]. EDA [GSW82, Rah81]. Edition [Sea88a]. Editor [Gen86, Ken86, Ano84e, Ano84j, Ano88f, ADS81, BSB86, BGF81, BBC89, BZ89, BDR+88, CPE+84, CHP+89, ENH+80, EFJ+89, FSW+87, FSJ+89, FSM+80, Gat89, GBL+87, GFL+85, GN85, GLM+81, GMB+84, HLT+87, HRP+86, JEE+83, JKL+81, Kem+89a, KHH+86, KLC+88, LBW+88, MHP+87, MKF+86, NMF+80, NBA+82, PSD+83, RSI+84, SCC+84, Sea89a, SB83, SBE+82, WSA+85, vdLFS+88]. Editorial [Ano80g, Ano82f, Ano84i, Ano86i, Ano87j, Ano88i, Ano89i, Bis84, Bro84, PHA84]. Educating [MBM85]. Education [BHH80, Bor82a, Bor82b, Box80a, Bra82, Dat82, EJK87, EWW+82, Gup82, Hig82, Hog85, Ive85, Joh82a, Kna82, Leo82, Min80, Mos82, Mos88, Owe82, Par80, Sne82, SP84, SP85b, Swi82, Tan82a, Tan82b, Wal82, Wat80, Zah82]. Educational [Mar84]. Effect [Coh82, Roy86, Rue85, Woo84]. Effective [Ber87a, Pos89, SL82]. Effectiveness [Ano84g, Don82]. Effects [AG88, Ano88g, Bro83a, CG82, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83, Mur88, Naj83, SP86, GS86, SD87, VY85]. Efficiencies [CBJ86]. Efficiency [BN88, LAH90]. Efficient [BB84, Leh80, VW81, JH83]. Egon [Dav81]. Election [Har88]. Elementary [Coh84, Fie84, Hof84, Pos82, Cox84, GY89, GY90]. Elements [BH86]. Elimination [MGS85]. EMEPS [LK86]. Emory [Bor87]. Empirical [Cas85, LV89, WF80]. End [KLV89]. Enforcement [VPO+85]. Engineering [Nei81, WDS84]. Engineers [Hog85]. Enhanced [Sav82]. Enhancements [GG80b]. Entropy [Shi88a]. Entry [DP85]. Environment [BMM83, Hun83a]. Environmental [Ern83, Lod85, Lov83, Mil87, MCJ87, Pri87, Ros87, SC86, Str82b, Tia83, Yel83b]. Epidemiologic [CG82, FS89]. Epilogue [Wal83]. Equality [DCB88, Kem89b, Lit89, PS89b, Sea89b, PS89a]. Equation [Ehr83a, Rei80]. Equations [CA87, Fre83b, FP89, Wom85]. Equivalence [MGS85, Poo80, SK85, WB81]. equivalences [SSH81]. EQUORM [Har86a]. Error [Ano87i, CC89, Fle82, Gus86, LAH99, Pav88, Wai83, Bly80, Spi86, Spi87]. Errors [Whi89, Duf86]. Errors-in-Variables [Whi89]. Establishing [SP85a, WBH+88]. estimability [EW85]. Estimate [Cha84]. Estimated [Ame85, Ano88e, Coh82, SYM84, SYC88]. Estimates [Ano89e, BM88b, Har86c, Mur88, SK85, SCR88, Whi89]. Estimating [Ano82e, Gre83a, LR83, MCJ87, Pen81, Sti86, Tho87, Dah81].
Estimation [AJ88, Ano86f, Bel87, CBJ86, FS89, HTM89, KM85, KM88, LK83, Loy83, Mee87, Mur86, Pau85, Ray85, SZM87, SM83, ST83, Sto81, WT80, CJT87, CH85, CH86, Cox84, GD89, Gol86, JH83, Kah87, SR83, VM89]. Estimator [Kem89b, MN87, Nor84, PS89b, Sea89b, Bly80, Kot86, PS89a]. Estimators [Ano86g, Ano87h, Ano89h, DJD85, Did85, JN89, Leh80, TW86, BvE88, Kar85, Kar86, Kar87, MA84, SI82]. Estrogens [Juk82]. Ethical [Ad 83, Bar83a, Bne83, Ell83, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, IHD83, Kem83, Kis83, Mar83d, Mos83, Rem83, Ric83, Rob83a, Sol83]. Ethics [Bar83a, Boa83, Bro83b, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, IHD83, Kem83, Kis83, Mar83d, Mos83, Rem83, Ric83, Rob83a, Sol83]. Evaluate [Ham81]. Evaluating [FM89, KHK89, Mar81a, NN82b, NN82a, VW82]. Evaluation [BF83, GW81, Juk82, Nag81, SD89, TW86]. Evaluations [Ste85].

Event [BT86]. Events [HC86, Jac84, KB84b, PKG86, EG87]. Everyday [Sch84a]. Everyone [Che86, Efr86a, Lin86b, Mor86, Pre86, Sni86, Efr86b]. Evidence [BS83, CG82, Die83b]. EXACHI [Hod84a]. Exact [Dav86, FS89, Lac84, Shu88]. EXACTB [Shu88]. Example [DP87]. Examples [DJD85, Jii81, KB84a, MP88]. Execute [NZ88].

Exercises [SF80]. Exhaustive [KB84b]. Existence [PC85]. Expanded [MBM85]. Expansion [Col83]. Expectations [Sch89a]. Expected [Bly80, Bol85, EL88, Hum89, Sav82]. Expected-Net-Gain [Bol85]. Expenditure [Col82]. Experience [Bar83b]. Experiment [Dun88b, SPC87]. Experimental [Arm81, BPT82, Bor82a, Bor82b, Dat82, Dem86, Fra81b, Hei81b, Hei86, NW81, Pay81, SD89, Wal82, Web85, Hei81a]. Experiments [Car81a, CC89, Del86, Ela84, Gil84, Koe81, MBM84a, MBM84b, Web87, Whe85, Box80b]. Expert [Bar83b, FSL82, Gen85, Hah85a, Hah85b, Tuk85c, Vel85, Tuk85a]. Exploration [Lin80]. Exploratory [Alb89, FC81, FTL84, LS89, Ros81a, Ros89, Sti80, Tuk80]. Exponential [BS87, GSW82, Ima82, Man87, Nor84, REZ88, Sha86a, Gle89, McC88]. Exponentiality [Swa84]. Exposition [BL85]. EXPOSMOO [Sha86a]. Exposure [CG82, Die83b, ONC85].

[AG84, HPB82]. Failure [Gre86b]. Families
[BS87, Man87, Gue87, McC88]. Family [DK82, DK88]. Fast
[Gle86a]. Fate [Kem89a]. Favor [Cov89]. FDA [ZR82]. FDSM
[Che88]. Federal
[BMM83, Bis84, BCF+81, Bon81, Bon83a, Bon83b, Bra82, Bro84,
DeM83, Dun81, EWW+82, Fie83, Gon80, Mar81b, MO84, Mos81,
Mos82, PHA84, Ros81b, Sla83, Sne82, Tae81, Wal83, Zah82].
Ferber [PS82]. Fertility [Lit88]. Field [BB85]. Fields [Hod87]. File
[Smi84, Wai80]. Files [Dal87b, KF89]. Film [Boe81]. Filmstrip
[BF81]. Filter [Did85, MS83, MS87]. Find [Nor84]. Findings
[Ano80e]. Finite [Bel87, Lin81, RJ82, Bu087, PG82]. First
[PC85, Rog84, Sal85b, Saw84, Her86, ME84]. first-order [ME84].
Fisher [Box80b, Box81, Haw89]. Fisheries [BMP+85, DH85]. Fit
[CA87, FM89, GH84, JSL89, Kin89, TC88, Smi85]. Fits [BAP89].
Fitting [Has81, Haw80, LV89, Mac86, Mil84, MSTY81, Smi85,
Str80, Woo80]. Fixed [BA87]. Fluorocarbons [Sto82]. Foibles
[FS82]. Following [MD83]. Force [Hog85]. Forecasting
[DH85, Lev87a, Mak81, Pit80, Rei87, Sch84b, WL85, Bol86].
Forestry [DH85]. Forests [BMP+85]. Form [Kem80]. Formal
[Sav82]. Formula [Ano89f, He88, Hu88, PKG86]. Formulas
[Gon80, Gue81, KH89, Har80]. Formulation [VPO+85]. FORTRAN
[Ant80, Chu88, Dal89d, HPB82, TT80]. Foulkes [Dal89d]. Four
[Fol82, KB84a]. Fractional [Che88]. Fractional-Differencing [Che88].
Framed [Dun87, Dun88b]. Francis [Wei83]. Free
[DGS+89, Kon87, GS86]. Freedom [CC89, DJ84b, Hod84a].
Frequencies [Hod84a]. Frequency [FC87]. Friendly [Nor87, Wal87].
Front [Ano80h, Ano80i, Ano80j, Ano80k, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g,
Ano81h, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano83e, Ano83f,
Ano83g, Ano83h, Ano84k, Ano84l, Ano84m, Ano84n, Ano85j,
Ano85k, Ano85l, Ano85m, Ano86j, Ano86k, Ano86l, Ano86m,
Ano87k, Ano87l, Ano87m, Ano87n, Ano88j, Ano88k, Ano88l,
Ano88m, Ano89j, Ano89k, Ano89l, Ano89m, KLV89]. Full [Cle84a].
Function [Fle82, FR85, KE83, Lin86a, Lin80, MJ84, Pol80, Pos89,
Rup87, CDFP81, McC88]. Functions [JM85, BL87, He88]. Funds
[Gon80]. Further [HA89]. Future
[Boa82b, Gen85, Hah85a, Hah85b, Hah89, Tuk85a, Tuk85c, Vel85].

Gadfly [SB85]. Gain [Bol85]. Galton [Wei83]. Game [KC84]. Games
[Cov89]. gamma [Gle89]. GANOVA [BW84]. Gauss [DJ84a, KK84].
Gaussian [Dav80, WS87]. Geisser [Zel85]. Gemmell [DM81].
General [BW84, Bur82, CA87, Mul82, Spi85, Str80, WM87, Wil80,
CJT87, Her80]. Generalization [AL86, Kra88, Man81]. Generalized
[ML80, Mer89, Rei80, Sea84, Som86, SA87]. Generate [IS85].
Generated [JM85]. Generating [BB84, KE83, TT80, CDFP81].


IBM [Con87, Dal88b, Dal89a, Ell88, Gre85, MEP+86, Sau84a].
IBM-PC [Con87]. IBM-PC-Compatible [Ell88]. Icicle [KL83]. Icon [TW86]. Idea [Hun81]. Identification [Bar85, JW82, Wom85]. Identifying [Rue85]. Identities [Roc88]. If [Sei89]. II [LMM84]. IIc [LMM84]. Illnesses [Lev87c]. Illusion [CM83]. Illustrate [Bol85]. Illustrated [Swi81]. Illustrative [MP88]. Imaging [HE84]. Immune [Web87]. Impact [CS86]. Imperfect [KM87]. Implementation [VPO85]. Implementations [FHI89]. Implications [DBM86, Mar82]. implicitly [BG89]. Importance [Ano87e, Kru87, KM89b]. impressions [Noe84]. Improved [AS84, Ano82e, Ano85e, KLV89, Dah81]. Improvement [Mil87, Pri87, Ros87]. Improving [BCF81, Bon81, Dnm81, Mar81b, Mos81, Ros81b, Ta81]. IML [GG80b]. Including [Del86, Juk82]. Incomplete [Cha82, Hin80]. Incorporate [RR85]. Increasing [RM88]. INDEP [HG83]. INDEP-SELECT [HG83]. Independence [Ano88e, Bro86, Cox82, Flu86, Gil81, Kor84, SD87]. Independent [DCB88, EG87, KMM87, KB84b, Lit89, RNT84]. Index [Dal89d]. Indifference [Nov84]. Individual [Lin86a, PN87, YTL80]. induction [SP85a]. inductive [FF80]. Industry [BHH80, Boa85, Box80a, Bra83a, Bra83b, Car83, God85, Hah85c, Hil83, Hun83b, Jqi85a, Jqi85b, Leo83, Mar81a, MC83, Min80, Ott83, Par80, Sne84, Wac85, Wat80, BHH80, Box80a, Min80, Par80, Wat80]. Inequality [Ano88e, Hil84, Rag86, Spi85, Far89, NW86, SYM84, SYC88, WS80]. Inference [Kap87, RR84, RBL86, Edw86, GP89]. Inferences [Sch89a, Gue87]. Inferential [MRP89]. Infinite [Tor86, AT86]. Influence [Bis84, Bro84, PHA84, Rup87]. Information [Ano80l, Ano81i, Ano82k, Ano84o, Ano86n, Ano87o, Ano88n, Ano89n, Ber88, Hil88, Jay88, KM87, KU88, MC88, Sau84a, TC88, ZeI88a, AO89, Zel88b, dCS86]. Information-theoretic [TC88]. Initial [Hog85]. Input [IS85]. Inquiry [WF80]. Inspection [Gol82, Var86, Sti86]. Instruction [Car87, DSAGR87]. Instructional [Dri80, SJ86]. Integer [Ano82e, CDFP81, Dah81]. Integer-Parameter [Ano82e, Dah81]. Integral [Bas81, Low83, Roc88]. Integrals [Cha82]. Integration [Rai82]. Intelligent [Gen85, Hah85a, Hah85b, Tuk85c, Vel85, Tuk85a]. Intelligibly [Bro80b]. INTELREG [GNS82]. Interaction [Del86]. Interactive [BH81, Cor87, Dem86, DP85, Ell88, Geb89, GNS82, Ham85, HN86, KG80a, Lun80, Lun84, Mac86, MD85, Orr80, PB84, Pol82, PC83, Rah81, Rom87, Sal88, Sha86b, Tur87b, Wai80]. Interbattery [HPB82]. Interblock [Har86c]. Intercept [Haw80, Job82]. Interesting [MN87, ME84]. Interim [Ber87c]. International [LS81]. Interpretation [H085, McC80, Nel85, Woo84]. Interpretations [Bro83a, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83, Naj83]. Interval
[HA86, Jen87, WT80]. Intervals
[Kon87, Lou81, Sch81a, Ang89, Ang90, Ber81, Buo87]. Intra
[Har86c]. Intra-Interblock [Har86c]. Intraclass
[SZM87, ST83, SP86]. Introduction [Cas85, Low82, Cox84].
Introductory [Nea82, Noe80, WMB82]. Invalid [Jac84]. Inverse
[Ano85g, GK84, MLB80, Dav80, Rav85, WS87]. Inverses [Sea84].
Inversion [MGS85]. Inverted [LS88]. Investment [Boo84].
Investment-Oriented [Boo84]. Invited
[BZ89, Gat89, Kem89a, Sea89a]. Iowa [DS89]. Iowa-Curve [DS89].
Isn’t [Che86, Efr86a, Lin86b, Mor86, Pre86, Smi86, Efr86b]. ISP
[Cor87]. ISPAHAN [KG80a]. Issue [Coh86]. Issues
[Jer88, Lit88, Wei82a]. Iteratively [Ano89e, SCR88]. IV [Van80].
Ivakhnenko [Far81].

Jack [Bec82]. jackknife [EG83]. Jacob [Wei82b]. James [KM88].
Jeffreys [Kas82, Zel82b, Zel82a]. Jenkins [Rei80]. Jensen
[Hi84, NW86, Spi85]. Jerome [GH80]. Jerzy [LR82]. John
[MMM82]. Joint [Sti84]. Jointly [LR83]. Jonckheere [PS81]. Jose
[Gei84b]. Journals [Bi84, Bro84, PHA84, Sal85a]. joy [GM86].
Judge [Jen87]. Judgments [FSL82]. Junior [Pos82]. Justifying
[Jac84].

Kalman [Did85, MS83, MS87]. Kalman-filter [MS87]. Kantorovich
[Rag86]. Kempthorne [PS89a]. Kendall [Ano84h, Ord84]. Key
[Boa85, God85, Hah85c, Joi85a, Joi85b, Wac85]. Kickers [BB85].
Kiefer [Bec82]. Kit [KF89, Whe85]. Knowledge [Sti84].
Kolmogorov [Har80, PG83]. Kronecker [Rog84]. Kruskal [Sti84].
Kullback [A089]. Kurtosis [BM88a, Moo86, Rup87]. Kutner
[Dri86]. Kuznets [Ham87a]. KWIKSTAT [Ell88, Ell89].

Lack [JSL89]. Lack-of-Fit [JSL89]. Language [Sal88]. Large
[Fle82, HA86, Hod84a, Hid86, Tom84]. Large-Sample
[Fle82, HA86]. Late [Sei89]. Latent [DM87, LK86]. Latent-Class
[DM87]. Later [Ano86e, Hoe85, MGS82]. Latin [Mur86]. Latitude
[Smi84]. Lattice [Car81b]. Law [Dow85, HH87, Hun83a, Mil87, 
Pri87, Rob83b, Ros87, VPO+85, Tom84]. Lay [FSL82]. Layout
[Del86]. Layouts [Car81a, Car81b]. Lead [BH83]. League [BF83].
Least [Ano89e, BM88c, Ehr83a, Har86c, HO85, Kem89b, PKG86, 
PS89b, Sea89b, SCR89, WS88, Wil81, Woo80, BvE88, MA84, 
PS99a, SSM80, Wom85]. Least-Squares [WS88]. left [Mul88].
left-truncated [Mul88]. Legal [Mar82]. Legitimate [Var86]. Leibler
[AO89], leisurely [EG83]. Leonard [Rya82]. Lessons [Lav82, Pen88].
Letter [Ano88f]. Letters [Ano84e, ADS81, BSB+86, BGF+81, 
BBC+89, BDR+88, CPE+84, CHP+89, ENH+80, EFJ+89, FSW+87,
FSJ+89, FSM+80, GBL+87, GFL+85, GN85, GLM+81, GMB+84, HLT+87, HRP+86, JEE+83, JKL+81, KKN+80, KHH+86, KLC+88, LBW+88, MHP+87, MFM+86, NFM+80, NBA+82, PSD+83, RSI+84, SCC+84, SB83, SBE+82, WSA+85, vdLFS+88]. Level [Bro83a, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83, Naj83, VD84]. Levels [BH83]. Leverage [Cas83]. L'Hospital [Tar81]. LHS [IS85]. Liberal [Ive85, MR89]. Library [Con87, DR83, DK88, GG80b, Gle86a]. Life [MD81, RM81, Wag82, GoI86, MS87, RM81]. Lifestyle [Lev87c]. Lifestyle-Related [Lev87c]. Light [Swa82]. Like [Dal88c]. Likelihood [Ano82e, DJD85, FS89, Leh80, LR83, Nor84, Ray85, Ber87c, Cox84, Dah81, Dav80, McC88, VM89, HIl87]. Likert [Kis82]. Lilliefors [Ano87g, DW86, Ima82]. LimDEP [Gre83a, Gre85, Gre86b]. Limit [Tar81, Yan88, PG82]. Limited [Ano86h, Gre83a]. Limiting [Kor84, SD89, Web87]. Limits [FBC+83, MD83, Whi86]. LINCHI [Hod84b]. LINCS [Sch88a]. Line [TT80]. Linear [Ano89h, Bur82, CA87, Dal87a, FR85, GH84, GNS82, Gro82, Hod84b, JN89, Kem89b, Lam80, Lit82, MLB80, Mul82, PS89b, Rag86, RT81, Sav82, Sch88a, Sea84, Sea89b, SA87, Thi87, Thm89, War85, Wil80, Woo80, BV88, Bol86, CW88, CJT87, Duf86, Ham84, Her80, Kot86, MA84, PSA9a, SSM80, TC88]. Linearly [RNT84]. Lines [MSTY81, Sea88b]. LINWOOD [Woo80]. Listing [Nef83, SP84, SP85b]. Literature [Bas81, KM89b]. Local [Bon88, Dun88a, Leh88, Rey88]. Locally [Cle81]. Location [Gus86, Smi84, Spi85, JH83]. Log [Dal87a, Sav82]. Log-Linear [Dal87a, Sav82]. Logging [Cle84a]. Logistic [Ano84f, CCW+86, Dal88b, Dal89a, Hau83, dCS86, Dal88b]. LOGIT [Ste88a]. LOKATE [Smi84]. Longer [Cov89]. Longitude [Smi84]. Longitude-Latitude [Smi84]. Longitudinal [War85]. Look [BPT82, Est85, FP87, Hah89, Has87, KS83, RN88, CJT87, EG83]. Lord [Hil84]. Loses [Sch84c]. Lotteries [Est85, KS83]. Love [SC86]. Lovell [Lov84]. Low [Bro83a, Ell88, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83, Naj83]. Low-Cost [Ell88]. Low-Level [Bro83a, GL83, Ham83a, Ham83b, Joh83, Naj83]. LOWESS [Cle81]. LSAP [Lam80]. Lung [BS83, Die83b]. Lurking [Joi81].

Miniature [KC84]. Minimum
[Ano86g, Ano87h, GD89, Kar85, Kar86, Kar87, VM89]. Minis
[Bak84]. Miscellaneous [Dal89b]. Missing
[Ano84g, Don82, Fre80, JW82, LR83, Mur88, SZM87, Mur86].
mixed [HT83]. Mixture [SPC87, Gle89, PK82]. Mixtures [Mac86].
MLE [Lev85]. MLIB [Con87]. MLIN [Gro82]. Mo [SYC88].
MODBIN [DM87]. Model
[Bel87, BCV88, Che88, GH84, Gro82, JM85, Lev87c, Lin86a, MLB80, Mul82, Pau81, Pau85, Pen88, Sch84a, SZM87, SM84, ST83, Bol86, CJT87, Her80, HT83, Kot86, ME84, SSM80, SSH81].
Model-Based [Bel87]. Modeling [Gre85, Lam83, PBM84, DBS85].
Modeling-From [Lam83]. Models [BF83, CI86, DM87, DBM86, Dri86, FM89, Gre83a, HO83, Lie80, Lit82, Neu85, Pei87, PC83, Rei80, SD86, Sea84, SM83, SK85, Str80, War85, Cox84, GP89].
Modern [Low82, Var86]. Modest [Sti82]. Modified [Har80].
MODMULT [DM87]. Module [MRP89, Ste89a, Ste89b]. Modules
[Fol82]. Moment [Arb89, KE83, PC85, CDFP81].
moment-generating [CDFP81]. Moments
[BM86, Dic81, Fu84, Lin81, NA85, RJ82, CDFP81]. Monetary
[Bar84]. Monitor [LNC81]. Monitoring
[BMP85, Mil87, Pri87, Ros87, SC86, VR83]. Monotone [Rav86].
Monotonicity [FM84, Shi88a]. Monte [Gle86a]. MORPOL [Lin85a].
Mortality [MP80, MEP86, MRP89, Whi85]. Mosaic [HK84].
most [SS84]. Motion [Chu88, Neu85]. Moving [Tor86, AT86]. MR
[Kar86, Kar87, SYC88, Zel85]. MS
[EL88, Gol89, Hin88, Hud87, LAH89, PH86]. MS-DOS
[EL88, Hin88, Hud87]. MS/PC [Gol89]. MS/PC-DOS [Gol89].
MSUSTAT [Lun80, Lun84]. MSUSTAT-An [Lun80]. MTS [Rei87].
MUDIFT [DG85]. Multibased [Cle84a]. Multidimensional
[Dal87a, Lin85a, YTL80]. multifactor [GS86]. Multinomial
[BB84, Fle82, HC86, Tho87, Ang89, Ang90, Cox84].
Multiparameter [Nov84]. Multiple
[Ano84g, Don82, HT83, Job82, NZ88, Pav88, Sto81].
Multiple-Regression [Job82]. multivariate [Bol86]. Multivariate
[Ano85g, BW84, Bur82, DGS89, Daw89, FR86, TFL84, Gol82, Gro82, Hin80, IS85, Job82, Mer88, MM84, RJ82, Ray85, Roh87, RR85, Sch84b, TW86, Wil80, Rav85, RC88, TC88, WC87].
Must [Ehr83b, Ehr84, Shv84]. MVSPEC [MM84]. My [Bar83b].
MYSTAT [Dal87b, Dal88a, Wil87]. MYSTAT/SYSTAT [Dal87b].

N [Ano87f, SW86]. N-Dimensional [Ano87f, SW86]. Name [Smi84].
national [Coh82, Daw89, MGS82]. Nations [Rob83b]. Natural
[SB85]. NCSD [Han83]. NCSD-Noncentral [Han83]. NCSS [Hin88].


Dun88b, FC81. perfect [DK87]. Perform [Gre86a]. Performance
[BF83, Mar81a, Mos80]. Personal [BW84, Col81, Gal84, Wil87].
Personality [Tro86]. Perspective [Did85, Ell83, KM88]. Physics
[Lam83]. Pitfalls [Ano87i, Spi86, Spi87]. Pitman [Ped85]. PL
[GD81]. PL/I [GD81]. Place [Sm84]. Places [BDMW87]. Planning
[BFM88, BPT82, BH81, CBI80, Hei86, Pit80]. PLANUNG
[Hei86]. Platform [Mos80]. Player [Cov89]. Plot
[EL84, Gil84, Hoe86, Hun88, MBM84a, MBM84b, Ros81a]. Plots
[BG87, KL83, LG85, Mag82, Ros89, Sea88b, Wil81, MC87, Sti86].
Plus [LMM84]. Pocket [Nor89]. Pocket-Calculator [Nor89]. Point
[Ano86f, Mas89, VR83, CH85, CH86]. Poisson
[GY90, Aic85, Fro81, FM89, GY89, NW86, She84]. Poissonness
[Ho80]. Policy
[Bar84, Bon88, Dun88a, Leh88, Rai82, Rey88, SB85, VPO85].
Polish [DHR88]. Pollutants [Lod85]. Pollution
[Dow85, VR83, WE85]. POLYGM [SM87]. Polynomial
[Pei87, SM87]. Polynomials [Col83, Lin85a, Nag81]. PONC
[Mas89]. Pool [Ano88a, Bal87]. Pooled [Die83a]. Popular [KH89].
Population [Bel87, Kap87, MC87, Pit80, SSM80, Sti88, YY85].
Populations [Ano87p, DCH88, Poo80, Buo87, PG82]. Portable
[KF89]. possible [Mee86]. Posttest [Ano89g, BK80, Sta88]. Power
[Ban88, Eha89, G887, Len87, PT80, PS81, Shi88a, Wai83].
Practical [KM85]. Practice [Ad83, Bar83a, Bo83b, Ell83,
Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, Hun81, IH883, Ken83, Kis83, Mar83d,
Mos83, Rem83, Rit83, Rob83a, S183]. Practiced
[Ehr83b, Ehr84, Sal85a, Shv84]. Preach [Ehr83b, Ehr84, Shv84].
Prediction [Kon87, LK86, Neu85, Pik85, SM84, Whi86]. Predictions
[Car86]. Predictive [AJ88, Ano86f, CH85, CH86]. Preface
[Can85, Lan85, Pat85, PHA83, Rus85a, Rus85b, Str82a]. Preference
[FC81]. Pregnancy [CG82]. Preliminary [Gol82]. Preparation
[Del86]. Preparing [BHH80, Box80a, Bra82, EWW82, Min80,
Mos82, Par80, S82, Wat80, W82]. Presence [CA87, MC87].
Presentation [Cle84a, FHI88]. Presenting [FGHK83]. Preserving
[FM84]. President
[BCF81, Bon81, Dun81, Mar81b, Mos81, Tae81]. Pretest
[Ano89g, BK80, Sta88]. Pretest-Posttest [Ano89g, BK80, Sta88].
Prevalence [Am87]. PREVIEW [Lev87c]. Principal [Mul82, Stu82].
Principal [Col86, Ber87c, Hl87]. Printer [TT80]. Prior
[Ano85f, Ber84, Ge84a, Zel84, Ge84b, Zel85]. Privacy [Ano80e].
Probabilistic [Gol86, Lam83]. Probabilities
[Chu88, Edg84, HA86, MPH88]. Probability [BB85, Bry84, Hof84,
Hud87, Jac84, KKH89, Lin81, LG85, Loy83, LW82, Mag82,
MSG87, PKG86, EG87, FF80, Boa82a, Pos82, Wat83]. Probit
[IMS87, Wal87, Ste88a]. Problem [Ehr81, GW80, KM87, Pau81, Sch88b, Thi87, Wei82a, Wei83, Ano89h, JN89]. Problems
[Boa82a, DBS85, HG83, Len87, McC80, Pit80, RR83, Rea85, Rue85, EW85]. Procedure [BB84, Hod84a, KGHS84, Lev80].
Procedures [AJ88, Ano84g, DCB88, Don82, Gam81, GW81, MRP89, Nov84, Pav88, Shu88]. Process [Mas89, GW89, GW90].
Processes [Chu88, MP88]. Processing
[Ber88, Hii88, Hod87, Jay88, Kul88, Zel88a, Zel88b]. Processor
[Int85]. PRODOS [IMS87]. Product [Mar84]. Production [ZR82].
Productivity [VD84]. Products [Rog84]. Profession [RM88].
Profession-Starting [RM88]. Professional
[Bar83a, Boa83, Bro83b, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, IHD83, Kem83, Kis83, Mar83d, Mos83, Rem83, Ric83, Rob83a, Sau84b, Sol83].
Prognostic [HG83]. Program
[AC82, Ano86h, Ant80, BW84, Bro80a, Cam88, Che88, Cle81, Dal86a, Dal87a, Dal88b, Dal89a, Dal89d, Dem86, DK82, Edg84, ES86, Ena88, GG80a, Gil86, Gre86a, Gre83a, Gre85, GD81, Gro82, Gus86, Hal88, Har86a, HL87, Has81, HN86, Hin80, HPB82, Hun89, IS85, Lam80, Lie80, Mac86, MP80, MEP89, MD81, Mer88, Mer89, MM84, NZ88, Pec80, PB88, PD87, Rah81, Rei80, RM81, Rom87, SD86, Smi85, TT80, Wal87, WM87, Wil80, dJ84a]. Programmable
[Boa82a]. Programming [LM86, Ra86]. Programs
[Ami87, Arm81, BS89, BF81, Cor87, Dal86b, DM87, FS89, Fra81b, Ham81, Hei81b, Hud87, Jer88, KF89, GK86, MD85, Nag81, NN82b, NN82a, NW81, Pay81, PH86, Roh84, Roh87, RM80, Ste85, SD89, Tur87b, VW82, Woo80, Hei81a]. Project
[BCF81, Bon81, Dun81, Lev87c, Mar81b, Mos81, Shu83, Tae81]. Projection [Tuk85b]. Prologue [Wal83]. Promoting [BZ89].
Promotion [Lev87c]. Proof
[JD89, Rag86, RD88, Sti84, Far89, GW89, GW90, PG82, Tom84]. Proofs [Ans85, FF80]. Propensity [RR85]. Properly [Hoo80].
properties [Ber81, Len83, SP85a]. Property
[BE84, DS89, JD89, MN87, ME84]. Proportional
[Gus86, Lin86a, MRP89]. Proportions
[Fle82, HL87, Lit89, Tho87, Ang89, Ang90, Buo87, SR83]. Proposal
[Sti82]. Psychometric [Ste87]. Public [Col81, RM88, W88].
Publications [Cle84b]. Purpose [Str80]. Purposes [Pit80]. Pursuit
[Tuk85b]. Pyramid [Wal83].

QNumQ [Hod87]. Qualitative [Gre83a, IMS87]. Quality
[Ano88h, Bal87, DP85, Gup82, Hig82, Joh82a, KM87, Kna82, Leo82, Mar84, Owe82, Sal85b, Swi82, Tan82a, Tan82b, VD84, VR83].
Quality/Value [KM87]. Quantitative
[CA85, Juk82, PS83, Swa82, Moo81]. Quartiles [FP87].
Questionnaire [Fox83]. Questionnaires [Hod87]. Questions [Hod87, VR83]. Quick [Ans85, Ena88, HH87, Ang89, Ang90].

[Ad 83, Bel84b, Bis83b, Bra83b, Efr86a, Ehr84, Gei84a, Hah85b, Hei81b, Joi85b, Kai89a, MBM84b, NN82a, PHA84, PS89b, Tan82b, Zel82b, Zel88a, Efr86b, Gei84b, PS89a, Zel88b]. Report [Ad 83, Ano85h, Bar83a, BHH +80, Boa83, BCF +81, Bon81, Bor82a, Bor82b, Box80a, Bra82, Bro83b, Dat82, Dun81, EWW +82, Fre83a, Geh83, Gre83b, Hog85, IHD +83, Kem83, Kis83, Mar81b, Mar83d, MFG +84, Min80, Mos81, Mos82, Mos83, Par80, Rem83, Rie83, Rob83a, Ros81b, Sna82, Sol83, Tac81, Wal82, Wat80, Zab82]. Reporting [HA84]. Reports [Ehr82]. Representation [Gas89, Kai9b, Kai89a, Pai85, Sch89b]. representing [Hid86]. Reproductive [NP82]. Requirements [Lod85]. Research [BK80, Bro80a, HO83, SB85]. Residual [Sea88b, MC87]. Residuals [DJ84b, GH84, Lie80]. Resolving [Ste82]. Resources [BMP +85, DH85, Shu83, DBS +85]. Response [Ami87, Ano84f, CCW +86, Hau83, IMS87, KC84, Mar83c, NZ88, SD86, MS87]. Responses [CA87]. Restriction [MLB80]. Restrictions [Sea84]. Results [HA89, McC80, Thu89, CJT87]. Retirements [DS89]. Retrievable [GK84]. Return [FP89]. Reverse [Fie84]. Review [Ano80f, BM88a, Bar86, Bel80, Ber89, Bes87, BF81, Boa82a, Boe81, Bur87, BG80, C81, CT89, Chr81, Con89, Coo87, Dav85b, Dav89, Dix88, Ell87, Fol82, GW80, Gil80, Gol88, Hal89, HB86, Hii85, Hof84, KM89a, KP87, KG80b, KSB +81, Koe81, Koe87, Koe86, Lac85, LeP87, Lev87b, Lig85, Lig88, Lin85b, Lin87, Lin88, LS89, Man88, Mar85, Mar83a, McB80, Mil89, Moo81, Mor87a, Mor87b, Nas86a, Nas86b, Nel81, O’E88, Par89, Pla86, Pos80, Pos81, Pos82, Pos83, PF89, Reg86, Sch85a, Shr87, Shu83, Shu86, Ste88b, Ste86, Sto82, Tan89, Tho82, Tur87a, Vin89, Wat83, Wei88, WDS84, WM85, Woo87]. Reviews [Ber87b]. Revisited [Nov84]. Reweighted [Ano89e, SCR88, Wil81]. RFAC TOR [Hin80]. Ridge [Ano86c, DH87, Hoe85, Swi81]. Ridge-Regression [DH87]. Right [Man81]. Risk [ABS81, CA85, Fer88, FSL82, Joh82b, Mar82, Par82, PS83, Rai82, Str82b, Swa82, Wei82a, Nai87]. Robert [PS82]. robin [DK87]. Robust [Ano89e, Cle81, Gam81, SCR88, SL82]. Robustness [Che82, CW88]. Role [BPT82, Boa85, CSM86, God85, Hah85c, Joi85a, Joi85b, Neu85, Noe80, Var86, Wac85, Ber87c, JH83]. Room [Mil87, Pri87, Ros87]. Roots [DBM86]. Rotation [HPB82]. Rough [Cha84]. round [DK87]. round-robin [DK87]. RRCOV [SD86]. Rubin [Hin80]. Rule [Rob83b, Tar81]. Rules [Cha84, Poo80, RR84, SS89]. ruses [VY85].
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